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This photography book published by Booth-Clibborn Editions and H N Abrams features over 150
photographs by the artist Andy Hughes made on different beach locations from California to
Western Cornwall. The book explores and examines the relationship of beach waste as both an
object of visual enquiry and as a reference to the global environmental crisis. "Dominant wave
theory", we are told, " is loosely based on a scientific term used in the prediction and observation of
wave models". The book sets out to parallel this idea visually through the observation of the beach
as a local site for the interplay of nature and consumer culture.
Through extraordinarily focused colour photographs of found waste objects, the reader is offered
tangible stilled moments of reflection on the nature of these objects and left to ponder their place in
the world now that their original purpose has been washed (eroded) away. This extensive archive
of images forms the core of the project with the design and development of the book by David
Carson working to heighten the visual scope and pace of the work. This is apparent in the scale,
ordering and pairing of the images, creating thoughtful and revealing relationships throughout the
book.
The photographs are complemented by a collection of essays by five eminent writers, who are here
linked through the common thread of the project but coming from a wide range of perspectives.
They discuss ideas connected with the beach from eco-activism through to cultural theory and
marine biology; their contribution extends and puts into context ideas initiated within the
photographs.
The essays open with a discussion by Christopher Short, of the visual context of Hughes's work as
a contemporary art practice. The wider implications of these photographs, in terms of art history
through formalism and the development of modernism in St Ives (Hughes is based in West
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Cornwall), are speculated upon together with tourism in this locale to draw anthropological
perspectives.

The political dimensions of environmental activism; the tackling of waste and changing our
relationship to waste generation, are developed in writings by Chris Hines and environmental
advocate Joshua Karliner. The latter in his essay, discusses ecological and industrial development
and counters with alternative futures.
In contrast, the existence of the beach as a physical and metaphorical site are explored and linked
with histories and archaeologies in the essay "The Beach as Ruin". Here Lena Lencek makes wide
ranging connections that play histories into the present and focus Andy Hughes's work in time: as
both representative of the present while simultaneously prophetic of possible dread futures. No less
prophetic is the discussion, by Richard Thompson, of scientific marine data, gathered about the
effects of plastic debris in the world's oceans; the scale and persistence of which makes shocking
reading.
The photographic work produced in this book creates references that allow a wide cross
comparison between the images; this is carried through into the page design of the appendix which
acts as both a catalogue of all the images and locations as well as an accumulating visual glossary
of beach waste. The structure of this book is striking visually, defined by the everydayness of the
objects and the uniqueness of their depiction.
The breadth of ambition of this book is wide and the issues that are addressed of contemporary
significance. Visually it deals with these in a thought provoking and seductive way; the essays
extending these images into far reaching debates, the whole work culminating in an important
contribution to the ecological paradigm.
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